
 

Creation, designed by Sister Gabriel Rooding, SSND, was created with the Tiffany Stained Glass method. 

 

Stained glass windows a labor of love by St. Agnes parishioners, 

Father Ed Hussli, Sister Gabriel Rooding, SSND 

When St. Agnes Church was built, the windows were simply made of clear glass.  In 1981, Father Ed 

Hussli, proposed installing stained glass windows to beautify the church, so that it would be more like a 

“church should be.”  He enlisted the help of Sister Gabriel Rooding, SSND, who had a degree in art, and 

she agreed to do all the designs and supervise the project. 

Sister Margaret Mary Dohms, SSND, explained how the project developed. Father Ed had been inspired 

by a mural in the gym that the students and faculty had created. He proposed using the Tiffany method 

of stained glass for the church windows. The artist, Louis Tiffany, had mixed the colors into his glass 

rather than painting the colors onto it.  

“We gave up our recreation room in the convent basement,” Sister Margaret Mary said. The work area 

became the “Madonna Art Studio” from 1982 to 1989 while the windows were made.  Father Ed created 

the first two windows, “Creation” and “Nativity,” Sister said. “Sister Gabriel designed the rest.” She drew 

the design on paper first, and then her scale drawings were enlarged and used as patterns. Each panel is 

4’ x 6’ in size. 

 

Incarnation, designed by Sister Gabriel Rooding, SSND 

 

“People would come downstairs (to the basement) and work on the windows,” Sister Margaret Mary 

said. Father Hussli taught the volunteers learned how to work with stained glass. Volunteers ranged in 

age from 17 to 76. 



The Tiffany method, however, was very time-consuming.  After the first two windows were completed, 

they decided to forego the method and, instead, they painted the glass pieces. The most noticeable 

difference is that the Tiffany method employed a smaller size of individual glass pieces and deeper color 

intensity. The rest of the windows feature larger pieces of glass with more neutral background pieces, 

using tan and gray more frequently. 

Sister Margaret Mary remembers how Al John climbed up on the ladder to frame the windows. “Then he 

would set each panel in its frame and install it over the plain glass windows,” she said. It was scary to 

watch him do it.  

A plaque in the back of church lists the most active of the volunteers.  However, an article in a bulletin at 

the end of the project was more complete, naming 45 people who worked on the project: 

 

 

One panel was designed in reverse, but most people never see it because it is in the choir loft. 



 

Apostles Creed, designed by Sister Gabriel Rooding, SSND, and set in place backwards 

 

 

Apostles Creed, reversed to show what it was intended to look like. 

 

Unless you’ve used the exit doors at the front of church to the right of the sanctuary, you may not have 

seen the “hidden” window in the stairwell leading to the exit outdoors (shown below). 

 

Mystery of God 



 

Here are the rest of the windows in church. 

 

Baptism of Jesus 

 

 

The Holy Family 

 

 

Last Supper 

 



 

The Resurrection 

 

 

The Four Evangelists 

 

 

The Final Judgment 

 

 

Jesus, the Good Shepherd 



 

 

Jesus with Children 

 

 

Pentecost 

 

 

The Blessed Mother (Sister Gabriel’s family donated $5,000 to pay for this window.) 

 


